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SS PANZER 
OFFICER Division 
"Wiking" 1944

1. HAT AND GLOVES 
Base: Black Uniform Base AK3002
Lights: Base + Stone Grey AK3004
Shadows: Base + Black Rubber AK3007

3. BOOTS 
Base: US Field Drab AK3075 + Pure Black AK3084
Lights: Base + Desert Yellow AK3112
Shadows: Base + Umber AK3083

2. UNIFORM 
AK3020 Waffen SS 44 Dot Uniform
Colors Set

6. FLESH
Set Flesh and Skin AK3010

4. SHIRT 
Base: Field Grey Base AK3141
Lights: Base + German Uniforms Lights AK3115
Shadows: Base + Field Grey Shadows AK3144

5. BELT AND PISTOL
Base: Brown Black AK3056
Lights: Base + Dark Sand AK3082
Shadows: Pure Black AK3084

The 5th Panzer SS Wiking Division was 
a division of the Waffen SS, consisting 
mostly of volunteers from European coun-
tries, mainly Scandinavians. The Division 
evolved from a motorized infantry unit to a 
Panzerdivision in a short time receiving a 
total of 55 Iron Crosses.
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TRICKS:
1. When you paint boots or shoes that are in the field, start with a 
black base but with brown shades and lighten it with earthy colors, 
so the result will be dusty and sandy. This will help to integrate the 
figures in the terrain.
2. When using the flesh set, vary the initial base tone with the 
lighters colors of the same set, to create different skin base tones, 
especially if your work includes several figures. In this way, the 
work of painting will be more entertaining and you will be able to 
increase the realism, since we do not have the same color of skin.
3. When painting metallic accessories, such as binoculars and 
headphones, once finished the process, with the tip of a graphite 
pencil rub the edges to mark the wear and simulate small scratch-
es of the chipped paint. 
4. When you paint belts or leather holsters, decide what finish they 
should have, whether new or worn. In case of being new, light it 
with soft grays to simulate the shine of this material. If it is a worn 
finish, light the base with brown and ocher colors to simulate the 
worn and torn material of its continuous use.
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6 U.S. MARINE. 
HuééE, 1968

1. HELMET 
Base: Light Green AK3024
Light Leaves: Medium Green AK3025
Dark Leaves: Dark Green AK3023
Brown Branches: US Field Drab AK3075

3. GUN 
Base: Gun Metal AK3086 + Black Rubber AK3007
Lights: Gun Metal AK3086 (Dry brush technique)
Shadows: Pure Black AK3084 + Glaze Medium AK3085

2. FLESH
Set Flesh and Skin AK3010

4. TROUSERS 
Base: Dark Green AK3023 + Light Green AK3024
Lights: Base + Grey Green AK3143
Shadows: Base + Green Black AK3064

5. VEST 
Base: Medium Green AK3025
Lights: Base + Light Green AK3024
Shadows: Base + Dark Green AK3023

6. KNIFE CASE 
Base: Brown Leather AK3031 + Umber AK3083
Lights: : Base + Chocolate Brown AK3021 
+ Cork Brown AK3062
Shadows: Base + Brown Black AK3056

7. BOOTS
-LEATHER
Base: Brown Black AK3056
Lights: Base + Brown Leather AK3031
Shadows: Base + Pure Black AK3084 
-FABRIC
Base: Medium Green AK3025
Lights: Base + Light Green AK3024
Shadows: Base + Dark Green AK3023

One of the longest and most bloody battles that occurred during 
the Vietnam conflict was the one that was fought between Vietnam-
ese troops and soldiers of the US Marine Corps in the city of Hue.
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TRICKS:
1. To paint the camouflaged fabric, use actual references or by the 
pattern included on the back of the VIETNAM Green & Camouflage 
Colors Set AK3200.
2. Use the dry brush technique, with the Gun Metal color, on the 
dark base of the weapon and then shade, with a very diluted mix-
ture, in several applications until achieved the desired finish.
3. Vary the colors of both the uniform and the accessories, to 
obtain a chromatic variation, according to this type of uniforms.
4. When you paint leather parts, as the knife case. With the color 
of the final lights, apply small cuts and scuffs on the edges, to 
make the result more realistic.
5. To achieve a correct environment of the figure, once finished 
painting, apply on the bottom of the trousers and boots, Pigment 
Vietnam Earth AK141 with an old brush.
6. A good detail in this type of figure, is to make small drawings 
and notes on the helmet, as seen in many real photos of this con-
flict. You can also paint camouflage, on the arms.
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7SS PANZER OFFICER 
DIVISION WIKING 

1944

U.S. MARINE. 
HUÉ, 1968

AK3190 YELLOW UNIFORM COLORS

AK3200 VIETNAM U.S. GREEN & 
CAMOUFLAGE 

January 2017

This set is specially formulated for the decoration of figures with uniforms, 
clothes or garments in any shade of yellow. The set is made up of six jars 
with different tones of yellow, so that either individually or mixed together, 
you can decorate your figures with any yellow parts.
Perfect balance between fusion of colors, opacity and intensity. The widest 
range of special acrylic paints for uniforms and figures of any era. Ex-
clusive formula strictly tested under all conditions by the best modelers. 
Pigments of the highest quality necessary for the treatment of figures like 
pieces of art specifications. Resistant to light and with better lasting power 
for figures to scale once painted.

This set is specially formulated for the decoration of figures with uniforms 
used during the Vietnam War by the U.S. Army. In this set you will find all 
the necessary colors to paint all the green colors used by ground forces 
and also all the camouflages available at the time: from the tiger camou-
flage to woodland camouflage and leaves camouflage for the helmets.

This set contains:
-AK-3023 Dark Green.
-AK-3024 Light Green.
-AK-3025 Medium Green.
-AK-3064 Green Black.
-AK-3075 US Field Drab.
-AK-3143 Grey Green.

2 NEW FIGURE PAINTING 
GUIDES FOR FREE!!!

In our constant desire of evolution in the 
modelling world, we give everyone the 
clues to paint two new figures, completely 
for FREE!!!. You can find them in our web, 
app and following the links below. We 
hope you enjoy them as much as we did 
developing them.

14€

14€

http://www.ak-interactive.com/app/pdf/SSPANZEROFFICEWIKING.pdf
http://www.ak-interactive.com/app/pdf/US MARINE HUE 1968.pdf
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/yellow-uniform-colors/
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/vietnam-u-s-green-camouflage/


This set contains all the necessary colors to paint a King Tiger in its differ-
ent variants. The colors are indicated to paint other German tanks of end of 
the war. Colors with Scale Reduction effect that will allow us to get the right 
color for our models. Soluble in water, odorless and non-toxic.

This set contains:
-MC-002 Matt White.
-MC-013 Light Yellow.
-MC-256 German Dark Yellow.
-MC-257 German Dark Grey High Light.
-MC-258 German Light Olive Green.
-MC-259 German Red Brown.

This set, with one of the most emblematic fighter planes of all WWII on its 
cover, allows to represent the American planes with metal skins or olive 
green painting versions serving during the war like the P-51, P-47, P38, 
P-39, B -17, B-24, etc. This set also includes with the two interior color 
variants.

This set contains:
-MC-502 Silver.
-MC-511 Aluminum.
-MC-298 U.S. Olive Drab.
-MC-299 Interior Yellow or Zinc Chromate.
-MC-300 Interior Green.
-MC-202 Rubber Black.

MC-812 U.S. AIRCRAFT METAL 
SKIN COLORS

MC-813 WWII GERMAN VEHICLE 
CAMOUFLAGE COLORS VOL.1

January 2017

14€

14€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/u-s-aircraft-metal-skin-colors/
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/wwii-german-vehicle-camouflage-colors-vol-1/

